The relative size and location of prosodic phrase boundaries provides an important cue for resolving syntactic ambiguity. In previous work, we have introduced an analysis/synthesis formalism for scoring parses in terms of the similarity between prosodic patterns recognized from a given utterance and synthesized for the hypothesized parse. This paper describes a new approach to the synthesis problem, as well as an alternative scoring criterion. Specifically, a decision tree is designed to predict prosodic phrase structure for a given syntactic parse, and the tree is used to compute a parse score, which now is the probability of the recognized break sequence. Unlike the rule-based synthesis algorithm used in the previous work, the decision tree can be automatically trained and can therefore be designed specifically for different speaking styles or task domains. In experiments with a corpus of ambiguous sentences spoken by FM radio announcers, we have achieved disambiguation performance similar to the rule-based algorithm, which is close to the performance of human subjects in perceptual experiments using the scoring algorithm with hand labeled breaks.
Introduction
Spoken language understanding is a difficult problem, in part because of the many ambiguities inherent in natural language. Syntactic ambiguity arises when a given expression can be described by more than one syntactic structure, and contributes substantially to the difficulty of the natural language processing problem. Several factors may be involved in resolving such ambiguities, including semantics, discourse and bias toward a specific syntactic structure. In spoken language, prosody, or the suprasegmental information in an utterance, is an important cue. Prosody is especially useful in automatic speech understanding, since computer representations of semantics and discourse are not as sophisticated as human knowledge.
Experiments have shown that listeners can resolve several types of syntactic ambiguities by using prosodic information [3, 6] . The results of Price el al. [6] indicated that human listeners could reliably select the intended meaning of two target syntactic structures (86% correct identification for six out of seven types of structural ambiguity). Of the prosodic patterns studied in that work, the relative size and location of phrase boundaries seemed to provide the principal cue for resolving ambiguities. Thus, it seems likely that automatically detected prosodic phrase breaks could be used in speech understanding systems to reduce syntactic ambiguity.
Assuming that prosodic cues can be detected automatically, there are many different ways in which prosody might be used in syntactic disambiguation for speech understanding. In earlier work [9] , we proposed a scoring algorithm to rank candidate parses based on an analysis/synthesis method. In this approach prosodic patterns recognized from a given utterance are compared to those synthesized using a hypothesized syntactic parse from a set of possible parses. Specifically the method involves: (1) automatically predicting prosodic break locations for each candidate syntactic structure (synthesis); (2) automatically recognizing prosodic breaks in the spoken utterance (analysis); and (3) scoring each hypothesized parse according to a measure of the similarity between predicted and observed prosodic structure. The score can then be used to rank competing hypotheses, as in the experiments here, or used in combination with other knowledge sources to choose the correct sentence interpretation.
This algorithm originally used a rule-based synthesis algorithm together with a correlation measure of similarity between predicted and observed prosodic phrase structure. Here, we expand on this approach by presenting an alternative prediction and scoring method. Specifically, we replace the rule-based synthesis component with a stochastic model which uses a decision tree to predict prosodic phrase structure. The probability distributions at the leaves of the tree can be used to find the probability of an obshrved prosodic structure given a syntactic parse, and this probability is then the prosodic score for the hypothesized parse.
In the following section, we briefly describe the speech corpus and break index representation of prosodic phrase structure. Next, we review the synthesis and scoring components used in our previous parse scoring system [9] . As an alternative, we introduce a probabilistic scoring algorithm based on a stochastic model of phrase structure. We then present experimental results for the different synthesis/scoring techniques using the task of automatically disambiguating confusable sentence pairs, comparing results to those of human listeners. Finally, we discuss the implications of the results for future work.
-

Corpora and Labeling
The experiments presented here are primarily based on the corpus of ambiguous sentences described in more detail in (Price et a/.,1991) [6] . Four professional FM radio announcers were asked to read 35 pairs of sentences, where members of a pair were phonetically similar but associated with different syntactic structures and therefore different meanings. In addition to the ambiguous sentence corpus, we also used a corpus of radio news speech for training the new stochastic synthesis algorithm. The data consists of 14 news stories, six from one announcer and eight from a second announcer, both female, for a total of 211 sentences (4210 words). These news stories were used only for training the synthesis algorithm, so just the word transcriptions were used (no acoustic informa: tion). These sentences differ from the ambiguous sentence pairs (the test data) in several ways. The ambiguous sentences are, on the average, shorter (7.6 vs. 19.6 words) and have a flatter syntactic structure (4 vs. 7 levels). In addition, the ambiguous sentence pairs were designed to cover specific syntactic structures, some of which are not generally found in the FM radio news stories. For example, the fourteen radio stories contain no sentences with tag questions and only five examples of embedded sentences, although both of these structures are common in the ambiguous sentences. The parse scoring algorithms described here are based on an integer "break index" representation of prosodic constituent structure. Each word boundary in an utterance is labeled with a break index from 0-6 that corresponds to a level in a constituent hierarchy, or equivalently to the amount of prosodic decoupling between words. A 1 High vs. low attachment is probably more accurate syntactic terminology, but "far" vs. "near" is used in [6] as more descriptive.
"0" represents the most tightly bound words, such as in clitic groups, while a "6" represents the prosodic break between sentences. The correspondence between this seven-level system of indices and various hierarchies proposed in the literature is discussed in depth in Wightman et al. [10] . For training and evaluating our algorithms, utterances have been hand-labeled according to this break indexing system. Sentences were also annotated with skeletal parses as part of a preliminary version of the University of Pennsylvania Treebank project [4] .
Rule-Based Synthesis and Scoring
The focus of this paper is on the synthesis and scoring components of our prosodic parse scoring system. The rule-based synthesis and correlation scoring algorithms used in previous work are described below for reference. The analysis component, prosodic break recognition, is also based on classification trees and is described in [8] .
Performance Structure Synthesis
Prosodic phrase break prediction algorithms have typically been rule-based. In our previous work, we investigated a variety of rule-based algorithms designed to predict performance structures, based on Gee and Grosjean's Phi algorithm [2] . Since results for these algorithms were similar [9] , only the performance of the Phi algorithm will be used for comparison here.
Given the syntactic structure, the Phi algorithm iteratively groups successively larger prosodic constituents together, beginning at the word level, to form a binary tree. A break index, which indicates the relative coherence between constituents, is deterministically assigned after each word in the sentence according to node count in the tree. The absolute value of the breaks is not linguistically meaningful and, in addition, has no theoretical upper bound. We refer to these indices as C-breaks to distinguish them from the seven-level labeling system used in the analysis.
Correlation Score
In [9] , a correlation score was used to compare the Cbreaks for competing syntactic structures with observed breaks for some utterance to be disambiguated. Specifically, the score is simply an estimate of the correlation coefficient between observed and synthesized breaks.
An advantage of the correlation score is that it is invariant to linear transformations of the break indices. That is, a high-valued sequence of breaks will have the same interpretation as a low-valued sequence of breaks, if relatively higher and lower breaks are in the same position. A disadvantage is that it requires a hard decision from the synthesis step, and therefore is limited in the amount of variability it allows.
Probabilistic Synthesis and Scoring
Although the performance-structure-based algorithms appear to be quite useful, rule-based methods have some disadvantages. First, they are difficult to implement for different styles or to tailor for a specific task domain, sihce the development of new rules is required. Second, they do not allow for the natural variability in phrasing observed in multiple spoken renditions of the same sentence. An alternative to the rule-based approach is to use a model that can be trained automatically, such as a stochastic model. The fact that stochastic models associate a probability with a sequence of break indices suggests a method of parse scoring based on the probability of a parse given the recognized breaks.
Decision Tree Break Synthesis
Existing break synthesis models that can be automatically trained are based on decision trees. Wang and Hirschberg [7] first proposed the use of decision trees to predict the presence or absence of a prosodic break, with very successful results. Although their experiments involved predicting only one type of break, the model is general and can be extended to predict an arbitrary number of levels.
Using a set of allowable questions about bracketed word sequences, binary decision trees partition the labeled training data into successively more homogeneous sets with respect to class distributions. Classes in our case are different levels of prosodic breaks (i.e., 0 -6). Trees are designed using a greedy growing algorithm [1] , which iteratively reduces the impurity of the class distributions at the leaves of the tree 2. In this work, the size of the tree was determined based on complexity/performance trade-offs in the training set. At each terminal node of the tree, the training data defines a relative frequency estimate of the probability for each level of break represented. The tree can be used for synthesis by choosing the most probable break level at each terminal node, as in [7] . For the parse scoring application, however, the stochastic model can be used to find the probability of a break sequence given a hypothesized parse. Using the probabilities directly has potential performance advantages over making a hard decision on predicted parses before a subsequent scoring stage.
The decision tree was designed using the FM radio news stories, based on questions that used part-of-speech in-
~Specifically, we use the Gini criterion i(t) = ~iCj p(ilt)p(jlt)
as a measure of impurity.
formation, syntactic information and location in the sentence in terms of numbers of words. Part-of-speech information used was based only on capitalization and function word tables, and the questions about syntactic structure are based on Treebank skeletal parses [4] . The different syntactic units used are SBAR or SBARQ (declarative or question embedded sentences), S or SINV (declarative or inverted main clauses), NP, VP, PP, phrase beginning with Wh-question word, ADJP or ADVP. All questions are based on features derived from text information only; no acoustic information is used in the synthesis algorithm. The specific questions are detailed below; motivation for these can be found in [5] , where a similar set of questions were investigated. Abbreviations in parentheses refer to labels used in the resulting tree, illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure h Synthesis decision tree used in parse scoring, designed on radio news text. The syntactic features of each word juncture determine assignment to a terminal node, which is associated with a probability distribution of breaks.
Probability Score
Use of the decision tree for break synthesis suggests an alternative approach to the correlation score, which is to compute the probability of the sequence of automatically labeled break indices conditioned on the hypothesized parse. The probability score is computed as fol- where p(blt ) is the distribution associated with terminal node t. The factor I/n normalizes the score to account for differences in word length; otherwise, the score is biased to favor shorter sentences.
Rather than computing the probability of the sequence of breaks, we could have explicitly predicted a sequence of breaks from text, taking the most probable sequence, and then used the correlation scoring approach with these synthesized breaks. However, if the predicted break indices are the same for both parses, then it is impossible to distinguish them using the correlation score, though it was possible to choose between them using the probability of observed breaks. This phenomenon does occur for the ambiguous sentences and therefore correlation scoring has lower disambiguation performance than probability scoring. Of course, if two hypothesized syntactic structures result in the same node sequence, the sentence cannot be disambiguated with the tree. However, in our corpus of 35 pairs of ambiguous sentences, only two were assigned the same node sequence. The corresponding human productions for this sentence pair had similar ambiguities in break indices labeled for at least one of the four speakers.
Experiments
We have tested our analysis/synthesis approach by using it to perform the same task that the human subjects in [6] were asked to perform. Specifically, we attempt to select which of two interpretations was intended by the speaker by choosing the interpretation with the highest score. For each test utterance, we use an automatic break labeling algorithm to recognize the break indices (the algorithm used in [8] with additional acoustic features) under each of the two possible sentence hypotheses. The two break sequences are then scored according to a synthesis model using the syntactic structure of the corresponding sentence hypothesis. The candidate sentence having the highest score is selected. In the event of a tie, the first sentence in the pair is chosen. These experiments were repeated using both the the rule-based synthesis algorithm and the new decision tree algorithm. The Phi algorithm was evaluated in conjunction with the correlation score, and the decision tree synthesis algorithm was used with a probabilistic score. In addition, we repeat the experiments using hand-labeled breaks in order to examine the perf~rm'ance of the synthesis module alone. The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 1 for each of the 14 types (7 pairs) of syntactic ambiguity, which list the percent of sentence correctly identified for each category out of a set of 20 sentences/category. For comparison, Table 1 also contains the results reported for the human subjects [6] .
Not all syntactic differences can be disambiguated by prosodic information, and such cases obviously cannot be handled by our algorithms. For completeness, Table 1 includes results for all categories, although our analysis will focus mainly on the categories that were most reliably identified by human listeners (those for which mean response minus standard deviation was greater than chance, indicated with an asterisk in the table). In addition, this analysis will ignore the main-main vs. mainsubordinate clause category, since in [6] , the sentences were found to be very similar prosodically.
The results based on the hand-labeled break indices show that the decision tree synthesis algorithm in combination with a probabilistic score gave disambiguation accuracy similar to the Phi algorithm, and comparable to performance of human listeners on this test subset.
When using automatically labeled breaks rather than hand-labeled breaks, there is significant degradation in performance for both the Phi and decision tree algorithms. The biggest loss in performance was for the particle category, which was correctly identified with the hand-labeled breaks but identified at the level of chance using the automatically labeled breaks. In this case, automatically detected prominence information may prove to be useful, because particles are often prominent whereas prepositions are not [6] .
When correlation is used as the similarity measure, the decision tree performance degrades about 10% in accuracy, e.g., from 74% to 64% with automatically labeled breaks and on the reliable categories. Clearly the probabilistic score is preferable. However, the fact that the accuracy of the decision tree when used with the correlation score is much lower than that for the performance structure algorithms, suggests that some improvement is possible in the tree synthesis algorithm.
Discussion
In summary, we have introduced a decision tree synthesis algorithm and probability-based scoring method for use in an analysis/synthesis formalism. We have evaluated this new probabilistic synthesis/scoring mechanism on a set of 70 ambiguous sentences, each spoken by four radio announcers, and have compared performance to the rule-based synthesis algorithm and correlation scoring previously investigated. The performance structure (rule-based) synthesis algorithm and the probabilistic decision tree approach gave similar results. Considering only eight categories of structures that could be disarm biguated by humans with high reliability (out of fourteen categories investigated), the algorithms achieve disambiguation performance comparable to human listeners when scoring hand-labeled break indices (89-91% accuracy). However, as in the case of the rule-based algorithms, performance degrades to 73-74% accuracy when scoring automatically labeled break indices.
The decision tree result is very encouraging, given the significant differences between the training and test data. Since the decision tree can be easily retrained for specific applications, performance should improve with training based on a larger and more representative sample of sentences. Moreover, the decision tree synthesis method could also be improved through the use of new questions and more detailed part-of-speech labels. The question set used here was originally chosen to classify only intermediate and intonational phrases, and new questions about factors that are correlated with the lower level breaks might be particularly useful additions.
The parse scoring algorithm on hand-labeled data shows some loss in accuracy relative to human performance if we also consider the sentences that were less reliably identified by the human listeners. Several different factors probably account for this effect, including the fact that these sentences simply exhibit more variability. It is also likely that humans are using other prosodic cues in addition to phrase breaks to resolve ambiguities, such as phrasal prominence. This additional information could be incorporated using the analysis/synthesis approach with a probabilistic synthesis model that predicts both breaks and prominences.
Using the parse scoring algorithms with automatically labeled breaks incurs a significant loss in disambiguation performance. While it is possible that further improvements in the detection algorithm may be successful, using the break detection algorithm jointly with the probabilistic synthesis model in scoring a parse may also improve perfor~nance.
While these results are encouraging, there are several issues that may affect performance in a spoken language system. First, the syntactic parses were hand corrected. Second, the sentences here represent a narrow range of syntactic classes and performance outside of this set may vary. Finally, the analysis component used phone seg-
